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In order to meet the requirements of users in terms of speed, capacity, storage efficiency, and security, with the goal of improving
data redundancy and reducing data storage space, an unbalanced big data compatible cloud storage method based on redundancy
elimination technology is proposed. A new big data acquisition platform is designed based on Hadoop and NoSQL technologies.
*rough this platform, efficient unbalanced data acquisition is realized.*e collected data are classified and processed by classifier.
*e classified unbalanced big data are compressed by Huffman algorithm, and the data security is improved by data encryption.
Based on the data processing results, the big data redundancy processing is carried out by using the data deduplication algorithm.
*e cloud platform is designed to store redundant data in the cloud. *e results show that the method in this paper has high data
deduplication rate and data deduplication speed rate and low data storage space and effectively reduces the burden of data storage.

1. Introduction

In the big data environment, data security and privacy
protection are facing great impact and challenges. In recent
years, with the explosive growth of digital information, data
occupies more and more storage space [1]. It is found that
the redundancy in the big data saved by the application
system is as high as 60%, and the redundancy increases with
the passage of time. *e traditional data storage technology
reduces the redundancy of data through coding mapping
according to the internal relationship of data, so as to in-
crease the data density and finally reduce the space occupied
by data [2, 3]. Moreover, the traditional data storage
technology can only eliminate the redundant data inside the
file, but it cannot do anything about the data redundancy
between different files. It can be seen that the traditional data
storage technology and management method have been
difficult to meet the requirements of big data in terms of
speed, capacity, storage efficiency, and security. *erefore, it
is necessary to study an effective data storage method [4, 5].

Reference [6] presents a redundant optical fiber data
storage optimization method based on traditional genetic
algorithms and data compression algorithms. Combined

with the Doppler transformation, the optimal basis function
is globally optimized, and the redundant properties of the
optical fiber data are analyzed and filtered. Furthermore, the
fiber redundant data is initially compressed using the tra-
ditional genetic algorithm. *e load reduction processing of
optical fiber data storage based on K-L characteristics
completes the optimization of optical fiber redundant data
compression and realizes the optimal storage of optical fiber
redundant data. *e method can effectively compress the
fiber redundant data and handle it more efficiently. How-
ever, the method only compresses redundant data and does
not really delete redundant data, so redundant data still
occupies a large storage space. Reference [7] proposes a
design and optimization method of spatial vector data
storage model based on HBase. Based on the analysis of
relational spatial database storage model, the conversion
rules from relational database storage mode to HBase
storage mode are applied to the field of spatial vector data
management, and a conversion method from spatial vector
data relational storage mode to HBase storage mode is
proposed, and a space vector data HBase storage model is
designed.*emodel is optimized and improved by using the
characteristics of HBase, such as entity nesting,
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antinormalization, and no pattern. Using this method for
data storage without auxiliary indexing, the data query is
highly efficient. But the method only changes the storage
method, and deduplication is poor. Reference [8] proposed a
digital library data storage method based on compressed
sensing, introduced the theoretical basis and mathematical
model of compressed sensing, and tried to apply compressed
sensing technology to the digital resource management of
the library for the first time. *is method applies the
compression sensing method of the orthogonal matching
tracking algorithm to the acquisition of scanning text re-
sources and image electronic resources, with relatively high
compression. However, the method does not completely
delete the deduplication data, and the duplicate data oc-
cupies a large storage space.

Although the above methods improve the efficiency of
data storage to a certain extent, there are some problems
such as poor redundancy elimination effect and high data
storage space. Aiming at the above problems, this paper
explores a nonequilibrium big data compatibility cloud
storage method based on redundancy elimination tech-
nology. Taking unbalanced big data as the main research
object, it is hoped that the analysis of cloud storage tech-
nology will lay the foundation for further promotion of
computer cloud computing data storage technology in the
later period. *e main research contents and innovations of
the thesis include the following:

(1) Based on Hadoop and NoSQL, a data collection
platform was designed, and multiple concurrent data
collection function modules were opened on mul-
tiple machines at the same time, which improved the
data collection efficiency of the entire platform

(2) Use the Huffman algorithm to compress the data,
which can significantly reduce the storage space of
the data and improve the data query speed in the
storage mode

(3) Redundancy elimination algorithm in nonequilib-
rium big data encryption technology is for big data
elimination, detecting duplicate data objects in the
data flow according to redundancy, transmitting and
storing only unique copies of data objects, and
replacing other duplicates with the unique data
object copy, so as to eliminate the same files or data
blocks in the big data set, effectively reduce the
storage space of big data, and reduce the amount of
data transmitted by the network

2. Unbalanced Big Data Compatibility Cloud
Storage Method

Unbalanced data usually means that the number of negative
samples in the two types of problems is much larger than the
number of positive samples. In reality, examples include
credit card transaction fraud identification, telecom
equipment failure prediction, enterprise bankruptcy pre-
diction, and radar image monitoring of offshore oil pollu-
tion. However, most traditional classification methods are
based on the assumption of data balanced distribution in

data storage design, When these methods are applied to
unbalanced data, they will lead to poor data storage per-
formance. *erefore, unbalanced data storage has become a
research hotspot in the field of data processing.

2.1. Design of Unbalanced Big Data Collection Platform.
Big data, as the name implies, has a very high demand for the
efficiency of data collection, storage, and retrieval. Normally,
the data collection efficiency can reach MB/s or GB/s, and
the data storage can reach the order of TB or even PB.
Because of consistency constraints, traditional relational
databases have been difficult to meet such high-intensity
requirements [9, 10]. In response to this, a large number of
nonrelational databases have emerged. *eir common fea-
ture is that they perform read and write operations based on
Key-Value, but they lack support for complex operations
such as multicolumn retrieval and multitable joint statistical
analysis. On the other hand, due to the limitation of its
caching mechanism, it does not support rapid collection and
retrieval of large amounts of data, resulting in low overall
efficiency. In order to solve these problems, a new type of big
data collection platform is designed based on Hadoop and
NoSQL technologies, through which efficient unbalanced
data collection is realized, and the data foundation is pro-
vided for the subsequent storage and processing of data
[11, 12]. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the overall
architecture of the unbalanced big data collection platform.

According to Figure 1, the overall architecture of un-
balanced big data acquisition platform can be started from
three levels: physical layer, logical processing layer, and
network layer. *e construction of functional modules
should be considered from the aspects of unbalanced big
data acquisition, audit, management, sharing, and security
control. Among them, unbalanced big data acquisition
module is the most front-end, and its task is to actively
collect external information of the platform. *ere are two
collection methods, one is automatic collection, and the
other is manual collection. Both methods incorporate the
unbalanced big data resources obtained on LAN, intranet,
and Internet into the database of the collection platform
[13, 14].

*e big data collection cluster is equivalent to the in-
ternal entrance of the whole system. Taking the process as
the execution unit, multiple concurrent data collection
function modules are opened on multiple machines at the
same time to improve the data collection efficiency of the
whole platform; the concurrent data collection function
module uses the 5CSEMA5F31C6FPGA core board of Altera
cycloneV series as the processor and uses FPGA parallel
collection technology to collect several bits of data code
collected by the automatic data collection module and the
manual data module simultaneously through multiple
machine parallel channels. A character was divided into
8 bits to transmit an 8 bit signal once in parallel. Parallel
acquisition module mainly includes FPGA acquisition
module, digital demodulation module, and high-speed data
transmission module. *e FPGA terminal will determine
whether the data can be collected in parallel at high speed,
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FIFO with clock frequency of 25M, after reading 4 bit check
bit data, and Hamming coding, and the remaining data
packets are collected in parallel, so as to ensure that the
collected bit bit rate is 25Mbps; digital demodulation
module codes data according to Hamming code principle
divides data by frequency and completes parallel collection
and demodulation of multimachine data; high-speed data
transmission module is mainly in P2P, based on backplane
bus and coaxial transmission line, and vector signal ana-
lyzer sends IQ data to FPGA in parallel, trimmed by FPGA,
and sends to database in MDA; the parallel acquisition
process reduces signal attenuation, improves anti-inter-
ference capability, and realizes high-speed parallel data
acquisition. After the completion of the data collection, the
data analysis stage gradually receives the big data obtained
in order, in this step, to complete the unbalanced data
classification, operate according to the type, and finally
complete the data storage.

2.2. Unbalanced Big Data Classification. Based on the data
collected by the unbalanced big data collection platform, in
order to further improve data storage efficiency and storage
effectiveness, this article uses a classifier to classify the
collected data, so as to improve the pertinence of data
storage in the subsequent process.

*e integration of the classifier in this paper is mainly
divided into three steps: the first step is to use the Map-
Reduce framework to process the initial unbalanced data set,
thereby obtaining k balanced training subset; the second step
is to use these k trains of the training subset to train the
classifiers to obtain N classifiers; the third step is to use the
majority voting strategy to integrate these N classifiers to
complete the classification of unknown sample data [15–17].
*e specific algorithm is described as follows:

(1) Enter the initial unbalanced data set D.

(2) Construct m balanced data sets D � d1, d2, . . . , dm 

according to the unbalanced rate in data set D.
(3) Apply the ELM algorithm to train the training set

D � d1, d2, . . . , dm  to obtain n subclassifiers
S � s1, s2, . . . , sn .

(4) When classifying unknown sample data, each sub-
classifier obtains a classification result and votes on
different subclassifiers. *e final classification result
of the sample is the one with the highest vote.

*e overall algorithm process shown in Figures 2 and 3 is
a schematic diagram of partial data classification results.

As can be seen from Figure 2, in the unbalanced big data
classification process, in the construction of the initial un-
balanced data set, each training set contains some examples
in the negative class and all the positive examples, ensuring
that all available data information in the training set will not
be wasted. Classification results according to the data ob-
tained by Figure 3 in the m balanced data set are trained,
inspired by the principle of the MapReduce framework, the
training of the m data set is distributed to each node, and the
ELM algorithm is applied for parallel calculation, which
greatly improves the classification efficiency [18]. Extreme
Learning Machine (ELM) is an algorithm for single-implied
layer feed-forward neural networks. *e biggest feature is
that both input weights and bias of implicit nodes are
randomly generated within a given range, proven to be
learning efficient and generalization. *e main purpose of
training is to solve the weights of the output layer. ELM has
the advantages of high learning efficiency and strong gen-
eralization ability and is widely used in problems like
classification, regression, clustering, and feature learning.
For single hidden layer neural networks, ELM can randomly
initialize the input weights and bias and get the corre-
sponding output weights. Since only the required solution
output weights, the ELM is essentially a linear parameter
mode, and its learning process is easy to converge at global
minima. For a given group N group training data, the SLFN
containing L implied layers and M output layers using ELM
learns in the following steps:

(1) Randomly assign the input weight vector and imply
layer nodes of the ELM to complete the initialization

(2) Calculate the implied layer output parallel data
matrix H

(3) Classify the matrix and calculate the output weight
matrix in parallel

*at is, the parallel calculation of the ELM neural net-
work is completed.

2.3. Unbalanced Big Data Compression. Although the opti-
mization of unbalanced big data can improve the efficiency
of data processing to a certain extent, due to the huge ca-
pacity of big data, only classification cannot meet the needs
of data processing. *erefore, Huffman algorithm is used to
compress the classified unbalanced big data.

Huffman algorithm is a data compression method.
When using the Huffman algorithm for data compression,
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of unbalanced big data collection
platform.
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the average code length of the data will not change, so this
advantage is the coding efficiency uniqueness, which can
significantly reduce the data storage space and improve the
speed of the data query in the storage mode. In addition, the
Huffman algorithm constructs the codeword with the
shortest average length of different characters on the basis of
the character appearance probability, which is more accu-
rate. After the above classification processing, the data is
transformed by wavelet decomposition method, and then
Huffman coding. In the process of data compression using
the combination of these two methods, the scale of wavelet
decomposition should be smaller to reduce the amount of
calculation of wavelet transform; binary coding of the
transformed data can further improve the compression ratio
[19, 20].

Huffman coding algorithm adopts optimized static
coding technology, and the binary tree generated by the
algorithm has the minimum weighted sum. *e algorithm
first arranges all the data in descending probability order,
establishes a list, and then constructs a tree from bottom to
top. Figure 4 is the flowchart of Huffman algorithm data
compression.

According to the unbalanced big data compression
process as shown in Figure 4, Huffman algorithm of each leaf
is placed in a tree, and then the tree determines the coding of
the original data. All the obtained codes form a two-
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Figure 2: Unbalanced big data classification process.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of data classification results. (a) Before classification. (b) After classification.
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Figure 4: Flowchart of unbalanced big data compression.
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dimensional table. *e size of the table is very small relative
to the original data. *e two-dimensional table and the
encoded data are stored together or sent to the remote end
through the communication network. *e decoder does not
need to traverse the tree but decompress it by looking up the
table [21, 22].

2.4. Unbalanced Big Data Encryption. As users pay more
and more attention to personal privacy, only realizing
data processing can no longer meet the actual needs of
users. *erefore, in order to meet the needs of user data
security, it is necessary to encrypt the compressed data
[23, 24]. *e general chaotic encryption algorithm im-
plements data encryption by superimposing a deter-
ministic chaotic sequence on the original text. *e
decryption party uses the chaotic sequence reproduction
method to achieve decryption. *is approach is actually a
process of superimposing white noise on the baseband
signal. After smoothing and denoising, methods such as
least squares processing and Kalman filtering can get the
approximate original text, which reduces the confiden-
tiality [25, 26]. At the same time, the chaotic sequence
reappears in synchronization with the original text,
which increases instability factors. *e encryption al-
gorithm proposed in this paper successfully solves these
problems. *e algorithm transforms the original data
into a chaotic random sequence in the interval (0, 1)
through a series of nonlinear transformations, which
means that the baseband signal becomes white noise, so
that the smoothing algorithm is useless. In addition, due
to the good independence of the chaotic sequence itself,
it increases the difficulty of being illegally deciphered
[27, 28].

Suppose that the basic function of logistic mapping is

q(x) � wtδt + wcδc Dh − Sh( . (1)

Among them, wt and wc represent the odd/even cor-
relation characteristics of logistic map chaotic spread
spectrum sequence, respectively; δt and δc respectively
represent the influence of the finite length effect of the se-
quence on the odd/even correlation characteristics; Dh and
Sh represent the balance rate of unbalanced data set and the
balance rate of balanced data set, respectively.

*e inverse mapping of formula (1) is

h �
1
2
±

�����

1 −
q

x



. (2)

When 0<x≤ 1, the Logistic map shows the desired
chaotic characteristics, and this interval is the chaotic
zone. Because the logistic mapping is simple in form and
easy to analyze, the encryption algorithm described in this
article uses it as the basic mapping. *e bifurcation pa-
rameter c and the iteration parameter v of the mapping
will be used as the encryption algorithm key, and their
expressions are

c � 
N

i

yi − yi( 
2

v � 
N

i�1
tipi × T.

(3)

Among them, yi and yi respectively represent the initial
value and critical value of the bifurcation parameter; ti

represents the periodic response; pi represents the chaotic
response; T represents the parameter interval corresponding
to the chaotic response.

After unbalanced big data is encrypted into ciphertext, it
must be restored to the original text through the corre-
sponding decryption algorithm. But logistic inverse map-
ping is a one-to-manymapping. To restore it, the one-to-one
mapping problem of the mappingmust be solved.*is paper
adopts the method of fixed word length discretization and
adding disturbance term, which can successfully solve this
problem. Finally, the corresponding encryption vector and
decryption vector are generated from the key, and the
original text encryption and ciphertext decryption can be
performed.

2.5. Big Data Elimination Algorithm. Data redundancy
technology refers to a large amount of data with the same
content in the process of storing data, and the process of
deleting redundant files and data blocks through repeated
data detection, so that only unique data is stored in the
system [29]. Compared with the traditional data compres-
sion technology, the redundancy elimination algorithm in
the nonequilibrium big data encryption technology can not
only eliminate the data redundancy in the files, but also
eliminate the data redundancy between the files in the
datasets, effectively reduce the storage space of big data, and
provide new ideas for the storage and processing of big data
[30].

2.5.1. �e Basic Principle of the Deduplication Algorithm.
Data deduplication technology detects duplicate data objects
in the data stream based on the redundancy of the data itself,
only transmits and stores the only data object copy, and uses
a pointer to the unique data object copy to replace other
duplicate copies. Data deduplication technology is com-
mitted to saving storage space and network bandwidth re-
sources. In the process of unbalanced big data storage, the
introduction of data deduplication technology can optimize
the storage space of unbalanced big data and eliminate the
same files or data blocks in the big data set, so as to reduce
the workload of encryption processing [31, 32]. On the other
hand, data deduplication effectively compresses the data,
reduces the amount of data transmitted by the network, and
reduces the bandwidth consumption. In order to improve
the deduplication rate and deduplication efficiency of
massive data deduplication system, this paper carries out big
data deduplication.
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Generally, the ratio of the number of bytes before
deduplication Bin to the number of bytes after processing
Bout is used to measure the data elimination ratio (DER) Gu,
as shown in formula (5):

Gu �
Bin

Bout
. (4)

Gu is usually determined by two factors: the type of
partitioning strategy used and the average data block size.
Although the data reduction rate shown in formula (5) takes
into account the repeated data between data blocks after
blocking and the data compression within a single data
block, the metadata overhead is not considered. However,
the metadata cost in the deduplication system cannot be
ignored. *erefore, a correction formula for data reduction
rate is proposed:

Gu
′ �

Bin Ui × r( 
2
Y

Bout Uj × r 
2
Y′

. (5)

Among them, Ui and Uj respectively represent the same
data and similar data; Y and Y′ respectively represent the
space utilization rate before deletion and the space utiliza-
tion rate after deletion; r represents the overhead size of
metadata, and the calculation method is as follows:

r �
μk Gu xk(  − Gu

′ 

μavgk

. (6)

Among them, μk represents the size of the metadata; μavgk

represents the average value of the size of the metadata.
According to formula (6), there are two types of du-

plicate data: the same data and similar data. For these two
types of data, duplicate data deletion technology is used to
detect them, respectively. *e specific processing methods
are as follows:

(1) Same data detection technology: it divides the data
set according to certain rules and replaces the same
part of the data set with a pointer. According to
different granularity, the same data detection tech-
nology is divided into complete file detection tech-
nology and data block detection technology.
According to different blocking methods, data block
detection technology is divided into fixed length
block detection technology, content-based variable
length block detection technology, and sliding
window block detection technology [33].

(2) Similar data detection technology: according to the
inherent similarity characteristics of data, the data set
is detected. Delta coding technology is used to
compress similar data to reduce data storage space
and bandwidth occupied during transmission.

2.5.2. Implementation of Unbalanced Big Data Compatibility
Cloud Storage. Section 2.5.1 discusses data deduplication
technology, based on which a cloud platform is built to
realize unbalanced big data compatibility cloud storage. *e

cloud platform has the ability of data reception, collection,
and storage. It mainly obtains unbalanced big data resources
through the Internet. *e platform uniformly manages all
kinds of unbalanced big data resources, establishes meta
database and data catalog, and provides data browsing,
query, download, and other services based on large screen
for internal users and provides data sharing services for users
based on the data distribution service submodule [34, 35].
Figure 5 shows the overall architecture of the cloud platform.

According to the overall architecture of the cloud
platform in Figure 5, the software design of each platform is
elaborated:

(1) Platform software support: cloud platform software
support is the operating environment of various
application software, and its components include
operating systems, software operating platforms,
application middleware, virtualized storage systems,
and security systems. Among them, the data dy-
namic allocation strategy of the RSDO model sup-
ports the operation of the platform, which is mainly
responsible for allocating unbalanced big data to
different storage spaces according to the current
storage situation of the data center to achieve the
purpose of data balanced storage. *e cloud
scheduling service monitors the data of the entire
cloud platform at the software support layer and
provides task scheduling services for the storage of
data in the cloud platform.

(2) Data distribution service submodule: the data distri-
bution service submodule is the main portal for users
to access the data storage center, and it is also the main
platform for the center to provide external cloud
services such as data sharing and application pro-
motion. Users use the data resource cataloging service
provided by the platform to search, query themetadata
information of various resources, and understand the
basic form of the data concerned. In addition, the
system forms a data storage set through the classifi-
cation and integration of data attribute characteristics,
which is convenient for users to locate and understand
the data of interest more quickly [36].

(3) Compatibility: the design of the unbalanced big data
storage platform needs to organize the underlying
database information in order to improve the
compatibility of the data in the platform and avoid
problems such as information corruption during the
data storage process. Users can access the database
uniformly through the data management portal and
use the big data access unified interface to extract and
store the required data. Finally, the data can be
cached at the data relationship mapping layer and
stored permanently in the bottom layer of the da-
tabase. In addition, data storage platforms usually
use nonrelational data characteristics to classify
cached data to achieve data expansion and conver-
sion, so as to optimize the data communication
mode of the client. In the case of a relatively large
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amount of data, the cluster method needs to be used
in the database cache system to optimize and store
temporary data, so as to achieve the design goal of
converting compatible large amounts of data.

Based on the above-built cloud platform, perform un-
balanced big data-compatible cloud storage, and the specific
steps are as follows:

(1) Assuming that the product of the CPU processing
frequency, number of processors, and number of
CPU cores of the a-th server in the cloud platform
are represented by Fall, the expression is

Fall � F
a
CPU · En · LCPU. (7)

Among them, Fa
CPU represents the CPU processing

frequency of the a-th server; En represents the
number of processors; LCPU represents the number
of CPU cores.

(2) Assuming that the memory capacity of the cloud
platform is represented by Cα, the disk capacity is
represented by Cβ, the disk read and write rate is
represented by Vε, and the network bandwidth
throughput is represented by zϖ; then, the ratio
between each parameter and the maximum value of
the corresponding parameter of all servers is

F
a
CPUC �

Cα

Cαmax
,

En �
Cβ

Cβmax
,

LCPU �
Vε

Vεmax
,

Fall �
zϖ

zϖmax
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

*e above ratio can reflect the performance of a certain
parameter of the a-th server in the cluster server. *e

following uses the weighted average method to integrate
these data together to calculate the overall performance
value ℓa of the a-th server:

ℓa � a1 × F
a
CPU + a2 × En + a3 × LCPU + a4 × Fall. (9)

From this, the weight value of the a-th server relative to
the entire server cluster can be obtained:

θ � 
n

a∈A
ℓa × Oa. (10)

According to the real-time performance of the cluster
server statistics, define CPUa as the actual CPU utilization of
the a-th server, RAMa represents the actual utilization of the
memory, Diska represents the actual utilization of the disk
capacity, Ratea represents the average disk read and write
rate, and Throughputa represents the actual throughput of
the network bandwidth, and it can calculate the actual load
weight threshold of the server in the cloud platform:

θ′ �
θ


n
a∈A ℓa
′
× Oa
′. (11)

*is article collects, classifies, compresses, and encrypts
unbalanced big data and builds a cloud platform for data
objects. In addition, the technology of eliminating redun-
dancy is applied to unbalanced big data storage, so that
running a cloud platform for data storage is self-contained.
Features such as adaptability, fast response, and high effi-
ciency were studied.

3. Simulation Experiment

In order to verify the effectiveness of the unbalanced big data
compatibility cloud storage method based on redundancy
elimination technology proposed in this paper, simulation
experiments are carried out. In the experiment, reference [6]
method and reference [7] method are used as comparison
methods. *e data redundancy elimination effect and data
storage space are taken as the experimental indexes.*e data
redundancy elimination effect specifically refers to the du-
plicate data deletion rate and deletion rate.

3.1. Experimental Data Set. In this paper, six data sets are
selected in the public machine learning database UCI, and
one of the data sets in each data set is regarded as a positive
class, and the rest are classified as negative classes, thus
forming an unbalanced data set with different degrees of
imbalance. In order to ensure the accuracy of the experi-
mental results, all data sets are preprocessed with 0mean and
standard deviation 1. *e total number of data is 74589, and
the total size is 1130070.49KB. *e average size of the data
block in the experiment is 8 KB, and the sliding window size
is It is 48 Byte. Simulate the MapReduce computing envi-
ronment in a stand-alone environment to verify the effec-
tiveness of the method in this paper.

*e specific experimental data set description is shown
in Table 1.

Platform
so�ware
support

Data
distribution
service sub-

module

Compatibility

Cloud
platform

Database

Middleware

RSDO

Figure 5: Schematic diagram of the overall architecture of the
cloud platform.
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3.2. Analysis of Experimental Results

3.2.1. Data Elimination Effect. *e performance of this
method, reference [6] method, and reference [7] method in
data deduplication rate and deduplication speed rate is
compared.

*e performance test methods of the three methods are
as follows: given a certain amount of data, stored in different
directories and files, read these data, then store them in
different methods, count the space occupied after storage,
and calculate the deduplication rate. At the same time, count
the total time from the beginning of reading data to the
completion of the last storage, and calculate the dedupli-
cation speed rate. *e data source is from Table 1, and the
results are shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen from Figure 6(a) that, after using the
method in this paper to eliminate redundancy, the dedu-
plication rate is higher than that in reference [6] method and
reference [7] method, and the highest value of the dedu-
plication rate of the method in this paper is 96%. It can be
seen from Figure 6(b) that the deduplication time is much
lower than reference [6] method and reference [7] method,
and the highest value of the duplicate data deletion time of
the method in this paper is only 2.2s. *e comparison results
show that the method in this paper can not only ensure a
high deduplication rate of duplicate data, but also improve
the deduplication speed rate of duplicate data.

3.2.2. Data Storage Space. In order to further verify the
effectiveness of the method in this paper, the three methods
are compared with the data storage space as an experimental
indicator, and the results are shown in Figure 7.

It can be seen from the curve trend in Figure 7 that when
processing the same amount of unbalanced big data, the data

Table 1: Experimental data set.

Data set Number of samples/pieces Category ratio (%) (positive/negative)
Letter 10237 5.24
Image 9892 10.29
Iris 11369 20.31
Class 10543 4.17
Wine 8446 9.30
Pima 24102 12.09
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Figure 6: Comparison of data redundancy elimination effect. (a) Deduplication rate. (b) Deduplication speed rate.
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storage space occupied by the method in this paper is sig-
nificantly lower than that of reference [6] method and
reference [7] method; although with iteration with the in-
crease in the number of times, the gap between different
methods is gradually narrowing, but the method in this
paper can still maintain its advantages, indicating that it has
a significant advantage in unbalanced big data storage space.

4. Conclusion

In order to improve the elimination capacity of the re-
dundant data and reduce the storage space of the data oc-
cupied, a nonequilibrium big data-compatible cloud storage
method based on the redundant elimination technology is
proposed. Big data acquisition platform was designed based
on Hadoop and NoSQL technologies, and data was collected
in parallel using FPGA parallel acquisition technology.
Based on this platform, the collected data is processed using
the parallel utilization of the classifier classification. *e
Huffman algorithm is used to compress the redundancy
elimination algorithm in the nonequilibrium large data
encryption technique. Design a cloud platform to store big
data. Experimental results show that the proposed method
works better than traditional data storage methods, has high
deduplication rate, and solves the problem of large data
storage.
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